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[1] The feedback between plate tectonics and mantle convection controls the Earth’s thermal evolution via the seafloor age distribution. We therefore designed the MACMA model to simulate time-dependent plate tectonics in a 2D cylindrical geometry with evolutive plate boundaries, based on multiagent systems that express thermal and mechanical interactions. We compute plate velocities using a local force balance and use explicit parameterizations to treat tectonic processes such as trench migration, subduction initiation, continental breakup and plate suturing. These implementations allow the model to update its geometry and thermal state at all times. Our approach has two goals: (1) to test how empirically- and analytically-determined rules for surface processes affect mantle and plate dynamics, and (2) to investigate how plate tectonics impact the thermal regime. Our predictions for driving forces, plate velocities and heat flux are in agreement with independent observations. Two time scales arise for the evolution of the heat flux: a linear long-term decrease and high-amplitude short-term fluctuations due to surface tectonics. We also obtain a plausible thermal history, with mantle temperature decreasing by less than 200 K over the last 3 Gyr. In addition, we show that on the long term, mantle viscosity is less thermally influential than tectonic processes such as continental breakup or subduction initiation, because Earth’s cooling rate depends mainly on its ability to replace old insulating seafloor by young thin oceanic lithosphere. We infer that simple
convective considerations alone cannot account for the nature of mantle heat loss and that tectonic processes dictate the thermal evolution of the Earth.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Classic Approaches

[3] Earth’s thermal evolution is controlled by radioactive internal heating and secular cooling. The resulting surface heat loss has long been studied using scaling laws derived from convection models [e.g., Davies, 1980; Schubert et al., 1980; Grigné and Labrosse, 2001]. The monotonous variation of mantle temperature is generally thought to be characterized by an intrinsic timescale as long as 10 Gyr [Guillon and Jaupart, 1995; Labrosse and Jaupart, 2007], but the magnitude of short timescale fluctuations is greater than the average thermal evolution [Grigné et al., 2005; Labrosse and Jaupart, 2007]. The time-dependence of plate tectonics in particular affects the thermal regime. Loyd et al. [2007] exemplified this impact with the subduction of the young sea floor of the Farallon plate beneath North America, and Becker et al. [2009] estimated that mantle heat flux subsequently decreased by almost 25% over 100 Myr during the Cenozoic. Similarly, the reconstruction of heat flux evolution proposed by Zhang and Zhong [2011] suggests that the breakup of Pangaea is coeval with a 16% increase of surface heat loss. These results suggest that events occurring on plate tectonic timescales should not be neglected, at odds with previous numerical and parameterized approaches that neglect the multiple timescales of interaction between tectonics and convection. The underlying physics of those interactions can nevertheless be perceived by numerical investigations of the mechanical and thermal coupling between insulating lids and mantle flow. Various studies show that continents may create long wavelength patterns in the convective layer [Phillips and Bunge, 2005; Grigné et al., 2007a, 2007b] while raising the temperature beneath supercontinents [O’Neill et al., 2009; Phillips and Coltice, 2010] and in turn enhancing convective vigor for temperature-dependent viscosity models [e.g., Lenardic et al., 2005; Samuel et al., 2011]. Furthermore, time-dependent simulations show that continental insulation leads to mantle overheating and to aggregation and dispersal of supercontinents [Gurnis, 1988]. Such a feedback may be responsible for a currently transient thermal state of the mantle [Zhong et al., 2007]. The extrapolation of these numerical results to the Earth would nevertheless require stable plate motions above the convective mantle, since plate tectonics is a first order characteristic of the thermal evolution of the planet [e.g., Labrosse and Jaupart, 2007; Becker et al., 2009].

[3] The challenge of making self-consistent plate tectonics arise in temperature-dependent viscosity models has been overcome by prescribing plastic yielding mechanisms in the lithosphere [Moresi and Solomatov, 1998; Tackley, 2000a, 2000b]. Long wavelength patterns emerge naturally in these models, and the resulting heat flux compares to classic scaling laws [Grigné et al., 2005]. Unfortunately, such settings are not Earth-like in the sense that they have broad plate boundaries and often subduction zones that are double-sided. One-sided Earth-like subduction zones can be obtained when a free surface is implemented, along with a weak oceanic crust that acts as a decoupling layer between the subducting slab and the mantle wedge [Crameri et al., 2012]. However, even with transient Earth-like subduction zones, simulations evolve towards a stagnant-lid regime and no continuous plate tectonics can be obtained. Continents may enhance and focus stresses in the lithosphere and therefore help to create stable plate tectonics [e.g., Rolf and...
An alternative approach to this problem is to directly impose lithospheric plates. In this case, rigid buoyant plates are integrated into the model as boundary conditions based on a force balance approach [Gable et al., 1991; Lowman et al., 2001; Monnereau and Quéré, 2001]. Recent improvements consider evolutive plate boundaries, so that plates can be created or subducted [Gait and Lowman, 2007; Lowman et al., 2008; Stein and Lowman, 2010]. In this context, highly time-dependent features are observed: surface heat flux may fluctuate by 75% and plate velocities by 60% over 200 Myr [Gait et al., 2008]. Such models highlight some phenomena that influence the thermal regime, but without continents that may control plate boundary motions, they do not account for the feedback interactions between the sea floor age distribution and continental aggregation and dispersal.

1.2. Multiagent Approach

Describing the coupling between continents and oceanic lithosphere with differential equations is a major challenge of mantle convection simulations. For instance, modeling subduction initiation or continent aggregation and dispersal mechanisms faces the problem of complexity description, because these phenomena remain poorly understood and consequently, cannot be described with differential equations. This usually prevents classic numerical modeling methods from running quantitative simulations of the Earth’s long term thermal evolution.

Multiagent systems (MAS) present an alternative method to fully explore the influence of surface tectonics on the time-dependence of mantle heat loss. Classic numerical methods may provide grid calculation results in three dimensions, but the user does not have access to the forces that control plate tectonics. Multiagent simulations [Weiss, 1999; Ferber, 1999; Wooldridge, 2002] allow for the experimentation of explicit mechanisms and related hypotheses: physical individual-based models focus on the interactions between mobile entities that describe complex phenomena on a global scale. Agents are autonomous entities collecting information from their environment in order to make decisions controlled by behavior laws. These laws are prescribed in a physical (or economic, biological, etc.) model that may be improved and complexified at will, through individual properties and interactions (perception, communication) between them [e.g., Müller et al., 2003; Combes et al., 2010]. An intuitive vision of MAS considers that each agent is a cyclic engine operating in three steps: (1) Perception: it perceives its environment through specialized sensors, (2) Decision: it decides on its behavior following its sensors and internal state, (3) Action: it behaves by modifying its internal state and direct environment. Multiagent systems are commonly used for biology and medicine [e.g., Kerdelo et al., 2002; Vicari et al., 2003; Corradini and Merelli, 2005; Boruchov et al., 2007], molecular dynamics [e.g., Gordon-Spears and Spears, 2002; Coulon et al., 2008; Combes et al., 2010] and fluid dynamics [Müller et al., 2003; Parenthoën et al., 2004]. Few geophysical studies have used multiagent systems until recently [e.g., Marcenac and Giroux, 1998], although cellular automata have been used successfully to describe dune dynamics [Narteau, 2007; Narteau et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010].

In our approach, behaviors do not need to be described by analytical laws: when only an empirical law is available, this can still be integrated in the model, as opposed to more common approaches based on the resolution of differential equations on a grid. Observations gathered over decades of research, which cannot yet be mathematically described, can be used within our new paradigm. Future observations and scientific results may also be easily added into MACMA. In multiagent systems, the principle of causality allows the user to reconstruct the mechanism of a complex phenomenon, since the architecture of the model permits explicit changes in the nature and the number of the processes that are used [Pawłowski et al., 2009]. Because our multiagent approach does not solve differential equations on grids, our method has a very low computational cost, which renders real time simulations performable on any personal computer. This grants our method a flexibility similar to experimental sciences. Since multiagent simulations also permit a direct access to numerical methods, any user can build “in virtuo experiments” [Desmeulles et al., 2009]. Finally, it can be noted that the user-friendliness of the simulation makes it a powerful resource for teaching purposes and model experimentation.

In this paper, we first explore the coupling between plate tectonics and mantle evolution with explicit mechanisms based on analytical and
empirical behavior laws that can be investigated independently. Secondly, we simulate time-dependent plate tectonics with mobile plate boundaries and without prescribing the number of plates. In order to capture the complex coupling between plate dynamics and Earth’s thermal evolution, our approach is based on two main requirements: (1) all the mechanisms used to model plate tectonics must be expressed without directly solving differential equations of conservation, and (2) plate boundaries must be mobile to permit plate creation and destruction. Four types of agents interact in a 2D-cylindrical planet: convection cells, lithospheric plates, continents, and plate boundaries (ridges, subduction zones). Interactions are controlled either by analytical laws regarding temperature, heat flux, driving forces and velocity calculations, or empirical laws for kinematic interactions between plates. Plate velocities are computed at all times by solving a force balance [e. g., Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1998; Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2004] that accounts for analytical formulations of ridge push [Parsons and Richter, 1980], slab pull and bending [Conrad and Hager, 1999a, 1999b; Buffet, 2006], and Newtonian mantle drag or slab suction in the mantle. Following a half-space cooling model [e.g., Turcotte and Schubert, 2002], oceanic plate thickness and heat loss are age-dependent. Empirical behavior laws are prescribed to drive plate boundary creation, evolution, migration, and disappearance. Finally, following the recent studies by Coltice et al. [2007] and O’Neill et al. [2009] for an internally heated mantle, a mechanism for supercontinental breakup is proposed.

In this paper, we build a multiagent model, entitled MACMA for MultiAgent Convection Mantle, that simulates coupled plate tectonics and mantle evolution using the multiagent approach. The modeling paradigm proposed by our model is a virtual laboratory that allows for the coupling of analytical and phenomenological laws to model complex phenomena. Our model is first used to study specific tectonic contexts and their resulting kinematics, such as plate velocity evolution through surface structure changes, or plate velocity dependence on plate boundary nature, by comparing our results to observations. Then, the model is used to investigate the coupling between tectonics, sea floor age distribution and oceanic heat flux evolution over 300 million years. Finally, Earth’s long-term thermal evolution is investigated over several billion years by examining the impact of two behavior laws for subduction initiation and two physical parameters concerning mantle rheology and surface dynamics, in order to determine how important the tectonic parameters are compared to convective parameters.

2. Geophysical Model

2.1. Model Overview

The surface of the 2D cylindrical planet is covered by mobile plates with evolutive boundaries, and continents, if any, are superimposed over the plates, leading to a succession of continental and oceanic sections. Figure 1 illustrates the plate and convective cell distributions for a simulation that includes continents. The mantle is divided into an upper and a lower part, both having Newtonian rheologies. We assume a diffusion creep mechanism in a dry mantle [Karato and Wu, 1993], leading to a temperature-dependent viscosity expression:

$$\eta(T_m) = \eta_0 \exp \left( \frac{E}{R \left( \frac{1}{T_m} - \frac{1}{T_c} \right)} \right)$$

with $E$ the activation energy, $R$ the ideal gas constant, $\eta_0$ the current viscosity and $T_c$ the corresponding temperature, which are both used as reference values. Slabs can sink down to the core mantle boundary, and, following Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni [2002, 2004], our model accounts for slab pull and resistance to downgoing motion in the upper mantle only: the remainder of the slab weight is considered to drive the slab suction force. At the surface, mid-oceanic ridge motion is driven by the diverging plates’ velocities, and trench migration is controlled by upper plate motion, allowing back-arc basin formation in extensive cases.

The initial state of the simulation and its spatial resolution are prescribed by the user. One can set plate boundary and continent positions, along with the age of each plate section extremity. Then, the age distribution is approximated by a linear variation along the section. Our multiagent scheduling is the following: at a given time step, the structure evolution is computed first, by applying plate reorganization rules until no interface coincidence or lithosphere breakup occurs; then, each plate’s velocity is calculated independently using a local force balance that accounts for the current features of the system: plate extent, age, boundary nature and underlying mantle temperature. Plate boundary velocities are subsequently computed, and their positions calculated in order to determine the new plate extent and to update the surface heat flux distribution and the mantle temperature. Before
In a given geometrical state, the global heat $M$, 1975; $C_p$, thermal capacity $k$, thermal conductivity. In addition, a thermal erosion process (small scale convection) limits plate thickening after a critical age that is calculated in section 2.3. After this age, surface heat flux is thus constant for a given mantle temperature. A maximum heat flux value $q_{\text{max}}$ may be chosen in order to assess the influence of the axial zone on mantle cooling. This limit is not mathematically required because the integral of equation (3) converges for $\tau = 0$, but heat fluxes observed at ridge axis are not infinite. We carried out experiments to test the effect of $q_{\text{max}}$, which showed no significant influence of this limit on the total cooling rate. These results are displayed in the auxiliary material.

### 2.2. Dynamic Laws


\begin{equation}
q_{\text{oc}}(t, \tau) = \frac{k(T_m(t) - T_0)}{\sqrt{\pi n_t}}
\end{equation}

where $\tau$ is the age at a given point of the lithosphere, $\kappa$ the thermal diffusivity of the mantle and $k$ its thermal conductivity. In addition, a thermal erosion process (small scale convection) limits plate thickening after a critical age that is calculated in section 2.3. After this age, surface heat flux is thus constant for a given mantle temperature. A maximum heat flux value $q_{\text{max}}$ may be chosen in order to assess the influence of the axial zone on mantle cooling. This limit is not mathematically required because the integral of equation (3) converges for $\tau = 0$, but heat fluxes observed at ridge axis are not infinite. We carried out experiments to test the effect of $q_{\text{max}}$, which showed no significant influence of this limit on the total cooling rate. These results are displayed in the auxiliary material.

### Table 1. Model Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$, thermal expansivity</td>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^{-5}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa$, thermal diffusivity</td>
<td>$8 \times 10^{-7}$ m$^2$/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_p$, total mantle density</td>
<td>1200 J/kg/K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_{\text{mum}}$, upper mantle density</td>
<td>$4.5 \times 10^3$ kg/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_{\text{pl}} - \rho_{\text{mum}}$, mass excess for a slab</td>
<td>65 kg/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$, gravitational acceleration</td>
<td>10 m/s$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$, mass of the Earth</td>
<td>$6 \times 10^{24}$ kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{\text{vis}}$, plate viscosity</td>
<td>$10^{23}$ Pa.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{\text{pl}}$, present lower mantle viscosity</td>
<td>$10^{22}$ Pa.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{\text{mum}}$, present upper mantle viscosity</td>
<td>$10^{21}$ Pa.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$, total mantle thickness</td>
<td>2900 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$, upper mantle thickness</td>
<td>670 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{min}}$, radius of curvature</td>
<td>390 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U$, plate velocity</td>
<td>2900 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{\text{crit}}$, current critical age</td>
<td>10$^{21}$ Pa.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$, lithosphere age</td>
<td>10$^{23}$ Pa.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$, advection thickness</td>
<td>10$^{22}$ Pa.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{\text{lim}}$, continental strength</td>
<td>10$^{21}$ Pa.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$, activation energy</td>
<td>10$^{22}$ Pa.s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

[12] In a given geometrical state, the global heat balance is used to update the mantle temperature $T_m$ at time $t$:

$$MC_p\frac{dT_m}{dt} = -(q_{\text{oc}})S_{\text{oc}} + \sum_i Q_i e^{-\lambda_i t}$$

where $M$ is the mass of the planet and $C_p$ its thermal capacity [Labrosse and Jaupart, 2007]. All parameters are defined in Table 1. The first and second terms on the right-hand side of the equation are the average heat loss through the oceanic lithosphere and the radiogenic heat production, respectively.

Considering a depleted mantle, radiogenic heating rates $Q_i$ and decay constant $\lambda_i$ for each isotope $i$ are derived from the CI chondrite model by Jochum et al. [1983]. The integration of the surface heat flux $q_{\text{oc}}$ is based on the classic half-space cooling model [e.g., Turcotte and Schubert, 2002] applied to the oceanic lithosphere of surface $S_{\text{oc}}$:

---

the mantle. The latter is further decomposed into horizontal mantle drag $MD$ and viscous drag parallel to the slab $VS$. Slab suction $SS$ is also taken into account if the slab sinks into the lower mantle [Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2002, 2004]. Considering a mantle with infinite Prandtl number, the inertial term of the Navier–Stokes equation can be neglected compared to the buoyancy and viscous terms, which leads to the following force balance:

$$RP + SP + B + MD + VS + SS = 0$$
(4)

Following [Parsons and Richter, 1980], ridge push $RP$ is given by

$$RP = \alpha \kappa \rho_m (T_m - T_0) \tau_s$$
(5)

with $\tau_s$ the maximal age of the oceanic lithosphere section, $g$ the gravitational acceleration, $\rho_m$ the density, $\alpha$ the thermal expansivity and $T_m$ the temperature of the upper mantle.

[14] Slab pull $SP$ and bending $B$ are calculated according to the formulation of Buffet [2006], by imposing the curvature of the plate. In order to focus on the velocity contrast between young and old lithospheres, the thermal thickness $H$ of the slab derives from the half-space cooling model [Turcotte and Schubert, 2002], as a function of the age $\tau$ of a given point of the oceanic lithosphere:

$$H(\tau) = A \sqrt{\kappa \tau}$$
(6)

where $A$ is a constant that depends on the thermal definition of the lithosphere, which we describe in the auxiliary material. The slab pull formulation from Buffet [2006] depends on the slab mass excess $\rho_{pl} - \rho_{am}$ and is adapted to the depth $Z(t)$ reached by the slab at all times:

$$SP = (\rho_{pl} - \rho_{am}) g H(\tau_s) Z.$$  
(7)

The bending force explicitly depends on the plate velocity $U$, and thus on the subduction history of the plate:

$$B = -\frac{2}{3} \eta_{pl} U \left( \frac{H(\tau_s)}{R_{min}} \right)^3$$
(8)

where $\eta_{pl}$ is the plate viscosity. The radius of curvature $R_{min}$ is set to 390 km, its average value on Earth [Wu et al., 2008].

[15] The horizontal shear force $MD$ beneath the plate is assumed to occur over half the thickness $d$ of the mantle:

$$MD = -\epsilon \eta_m \frac{U}{d/2} L$$
(9)

where $L$ is the plate length and $\epsilon \eta_m$ is the equivalent viscosity for a double layer of viscosity $\eta_m$ over 670 km and $\eta_m$ over 780 km, leading to $\epsilon = 0.2$ as demonstrated in the auxiliary material. Considering the same viscous boundary layer thickness for slabs [Grigné et al., 2005], the shear stress $VS$ exerted on both sides of a slab is

$$VS = -2 \eta_m \frac{U}{d/2} Z$$
(10)

where $\eta_m$ is the upper mantle viscosity and $Z$ is the slab length in the upper mantle only. In addition, following Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni [2002, 2004], slab suction accounts for the slab weight in the lower mantle: slabs in the upper mantle pull directly on surface plates driving their rapid motion toward subduction zones. Slabs descending in the lower mantle induce mantle flow patterns that excite the slab suction mechanism. This flow tends to push both overriding and subducting plates toward subduction zones. The suction force $SS$ is expressed as a shear stress exerted on the lower part of the slab, and is transmitted to the horizontal plate via mantle flow:

$$SS = \eta_m (T_m) \frac{V_s}{Z/2} (Z - D)$$
(11)

where $D$ is the upper mantle thickness and $V_s$ is the vertical velocity of the slab. Considering that this part of the slab weight is entirely supported by the viscous mantle, $V_s$ may be described by the Stokes velocity [Guillou-Frottier et al., 1995; Griffiths et al., 1995; Goes et al., 2011]. Our model thus assumes the same value of $V_s$ for every slab, which is inversely proportional to the average mantle viscosity:

$$V_s = V_s^p \frac{\eta_m}{\eta_m(T_m)}$$
(12)

where $V_s^p = 12 \text{mm/yr}$ is the current inferred average slab velocity in the lower mantle [van der Meer et al., 2010]. The slab velocity $V_s$ depends on the thermal state of the mantle via the temperature-dependent viscosity incorporated in the model.

### 2.3. Kinematic Laws

[16] Our model uses analytical laws to calculate time-dependent force balances, plate velocities, heat flux and temperature in a cylindrical geometry. However, this is not sufficient to simulate Earth-like plate tectonics and mantle convection. For instance, the oceanic lithosphere has a limited
thickening capability [Carlson and Johnson, 1994; Davaille and Jaupart, 1994], subduction zones are one-sided, and plates may be sutured or completely subducted, since plate boundaries are mobile. A multiagent approach is optimal for simulating such a complex system, because empirical laws can be added to the multiagent model in order to make agents interact in a realistic way, without altering the dynamics.

[17] Limited thickening. The plate age used in the force balance for the ridge push, slab pull or bending forces is the age $\tau_x$ of the oceanic section adjacent to the corresponding boundary. Observed plate thickness is presently capped to its value at 80 Myr [Carlson and Johnson, 1994; Turcotte and Schubert, 2002], but we need to model a temperature-dependent critical age when studying Earth’s thermal evolution with a temperature-dependent viscosity. Our model assumes such a critical age in both the force balance (equation (4)) and heat flux computation (equation (3)).

[18] Considering a convective criterion for the onset of small scale convection beneath the oceanic lithosphere, and using the viscosity law (equation (1)), we obtain a temperature-dependent critical age $\tau_c$ for the limitation of oceanic lithosphere thickening, that writes

$$\tau_c = \tau_c^p \left( \frac{T_m - T_0}{T_m - T_p} \right)^{2/3} \exp \left( \frac{2E}{3R} \left( \frac{1}{T_m} - \frac{1}{T_p} \right) \right).$$

Calculation details are provided in the auxiliary material. This result is in agreement with previous parametrizations based on numerical simulations or laboratory experiments, which also obtain a critical age $\tau_c$ proportional to $Ra^{-2/3}$ [Davaille and Jaupart, 1994; Korenaga, 2003; Huang et al., 2003; Dumoulin et al., 2005]. However, contrary to these studies, our approach explicitly accounts for the current critical age $\tau_c^p$. The evolution of critical age $\tau_c$ is presented on Figure 2 as a function of $T_m$, for different values of the activation energy $E$.

[19] Subduction initiation. The mechanism that leads to subduction initiation remains poorly understood, but many processes for the initiation of subduction have been proposed [e.g., McKenzie, 1977; Cloetingh et al., 1989; Mueller and Phillips, 1991; Hall et al., 2003; Cramer and Kaus, 2010; Nikolaeva et al., 2011], either along passive margins or at transform faults and fracture zones. These rely on the brittle behavior of either the oceanic or the continental lithosphere and do not involve the viscosity of the mantle as a key parameter. Because all heat loss parameterization schemes depend on the maximum age of oceanic plates [Labrosse and Jaupart, 2007], we propose a simple law that accounts for the temperature dependence of spontaneous subduction age, based on the current age of subduction initiation. If the oceanic lithosphere keeps thickening with age at passive margins (i.e., it is not affected by small-scale convection), it will eventually achieve a critical thickness for which the negative buoyancy force of this lithosphere exceeds what can be supported at the margin. As the stronger part of the oceanic lithosphere is located in a semi-brittle semi-ductile layer, whose strength does not depend on depth nor temperature [e.g., Kirby, 1983], we consider that the yield stress for subduction initiation is constant, as is done in models of mantle convection that generate plates thanks to a viscoplastic rheology [Tackley, 2000a, 2000b]. Our model thus assumes the same critical buoyancy at any time for any mantle temperature $T_m$. Therefore, the critical age $\tau_{subd}$ at which a slab attached to a continent will start subducting can be derived from the half-space cooling model displayed in the auxiliary material:

$$\tau_{subd} = \tau_{subd}^p \left( \frac{T_m - T_0}{T_m - T_p} \right)^2.$$

Figure 2 presents the critical ages for both the onset of small scale convection, which depends on the activation energy $E$, and for subduction initiation, considering $T_m = 1600$ K. We can see that in our model, for high $E$ and low mantle temperatures, subduction may occur before the onset of small scale convection.

[20] Although this method does not describe how subduction actually initiates [McKenzie, 1977; Cloetingh et al., 1989], we believe that our simple scaling reasonably represents how the age of subduction initiation evolves as a function of mantle temperature. Since unlimited thickening of the oceanic lithosphere can occur only at continental margins in our setting, the model assumes no subduction initiation when the overriding plate is an oceanic one. Although subduction processes initiating at fracture zones have been proposed by Toth and Gurnis [1998], Hall et al [2003] and Stern [2004], which could be described in principle by a supplementary law, incidences of subduction initiation within ocean basins are rare on current Earth, and ocean-ocean subduction is not considered in the present model.

[21] Kinematics of plate boundaries. Even though the mechanism that induces one-sided subduction
on Earth is still debated [e.g., Gerya et al., 2008], subduction zones can be explicitly imposed as being one-sided with our multiagent approach, the overriding plate being the younger. Similarly, the relationship between deformation regime in subduction zones and trench kinematics is a complex issue [e.g., Heuret and Lallemand, 2005; Heuret et al., 2007]. We therefore assume a simple rule for trench migration that accounts for both compressive and extensive regimes in the upper plate, following a structural criterion presented in Figure 3. Here at subduction initiation, the trench moves horizontally with the velocity of the younger plate, except when an extensive structure arises in the simulation. Indeed, a back-arc basin formation occurs in this case, by creating a ridge between the trench and the upper plate. Figure 3a displays the compressive case that assigns $V_t = V_{up}$ in our model, whereas the two cases described in Figures 3b and 3c illustrate extensive contexts. In the latter cases, a ridge is created, leading to a new compressive structure near the trench, and consequently $V_t = V_{up}$. Considering both extensive and compressive regimes allows us to account for back-arc spreading zones, which rejuvenates the sea floor in the manner observed on the Western Pacific coast.

[22] Ridges are also mobile in our model, and conservation of Earth's perimeter prescribes their velocities $V_r$. Assuming symmetric spreading, the motion of the ridge that separates plates A and B is

$$V_r = \frac{U_A + U_B}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where $U_A$ and $U_B$ are the respective velocities of plates A and B, which ultimately result from the force balance on the plates. Note that since plate boundaries are mobile, mid-ocean ridges can be subducted. In this case, both the slab and the ridge are removed from the system, and the upper plate becomes sutured to an oceanic plate section with age zero.

[23] Plate suturing occurs when a subduction zone consumes a ridge, or when a back-arc basin is created above a subduction zone, causing the upper plate to suture with the newly-formed oceanic section (the suture is indicated by a black circle on Figures 3 and 4. In two dimensions, Earth's surface always displays alternatively ridges and subduction zones, since two adjacent cells must rotate in opposite directions. This may lead to the transient

---

**Figure 2.** Critical ages for the onset of small scale convection (blue, green and red curves) and for subduction initiation (black) as a function of $T_m$ and $E$, for a present day temperature $T_m^p = 1600$ K.
existence of extremely low aspect ratio cells (e.g., Figures 4a1 and 4a2). Alternatively, one plate may cover several cells, as illustrated in Figures 4b1 and 4b2.

2.4. Adding Continents

[24] Our model may be used with or without continents. Continental lids are defined by the user in the initial state and thus define the continental plate sections. As a first approximation, our model assumes perfectly insulating continents, and the surface heat flux (equation (3)) is integrated through oceanic lithosphere only (equation (2)). The inclusion of continents requires a few additional empirical laws concerning subduction processes, plate suturing, and thermal behavior of the system.

[25] Continents are fixed upon the moving plates, and cannot sink. Consequently, when a buoyant lid reaches a plate edge, the corresponding slab detaches, and the border of the lid coincides with the plate boundary. If the adjacent sea floor of the ancient overriding plate is older than 180 Myr (for current Earth), the oceanic plate instantaneously subducts. Otherwise the two plates are sutured without altering the age distribution (Figure 4). Note that the continental distribution may strongly impact the sea floor age distribution: depending on the force balance and the resulting plate velocities, sea floor sections younger than 180 Myr can subduct, which may cause non-rectangular sea floor age distributions [Labrosse and Jaupart, 2007].

[26] In case of continental collision, a larger continent is created, which can be followed by shallow temperature elevation and continental breakup (Figure 5). Indeed, our model incorporates a semi-empirical process that allows for mid-oceanic ridge creation, which is needed to allow for the emergence of continental cycles. We propose here a simplified oceanization mechanism based on heat advection beneath insulating continents. Insulating lids with internal radiogenic heating induce shallow temperature elevation in the underlying mantle [Coltice et al., 2007; O’Neill et al., 2009; Phillips and Coltice, 2010], and we propose an analytical formulation of the threshold advection velocity corresponding to continental breakup.

[27] Our simplified parameterization accounts for the warming and subsequent advection of a shallow fluid layer of depth $h$, below continents of width $a$. Considering the equations for the conservation of mass, momentum and energy in the advection layer, and assuming a uniform temperature before supercontinental aggregation, we obtain a linear relation between the average fluid velocity and the following time-dependent temperature $T_h(t)$ of the advection layer (see auxiliary material):

$$ T_h(t) = T_h^o + T_c \left( 1 - \frac{2}{1 + \exp(2T_c \gamma t)} \right) $$

where $T_h^o$ is the temperature before aggregation and $T_c$ is the maximum temperature elevation that can be reached beneath the continent. $T_c$ is a function

Figure 3. Structural criterion for the trench migration process in various contexts (the direction of subduction is defined as positive for all velocities). (a) When the upper plate is driven by ridge push, we assume a compressive regime and trench migration is subsequently prescribed by the upper plate motion: $V_t = V_{up}$. When the upper plate is driven by a slab pull, we assume an extensive regime, and a new ridge is created: this occurs for subduction initiation of (b) the lower plate or (c) the upper plate. (d) In both cases, a ridge is created and the trench undergoes a roll back motion. This structural criterion is independent of continents, presented here in grey.
of internal heating rate $Q_{\text{radio}}$, mantle density $\rho_m$, thermal capacity $C_p$, and a quantity $\gamma$ that accounts for the layer geometry:

$$T_c = \sqrt{\frac{Q_{\text{radio}}}{\rho_m C_p \gamma}}$$

(17)

$$\gamma = \frac{2 h \alpha \rho_m g}{\eta_m \left( \frac{a}{2h} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{a}{2h} \right)^2}$$

(18)

[28] Assuming a yield force $F_{\text{lim}}$ for the brittle continent, we consider that oceanization occurs when the advection velocity $U_h$ reaches the corresponding critical velocity. That threshold corresponds to an advection shear force equal to $F_{\text{lim}}$. In this case, a mid-oceanic ridge is created in the middle of the lid, and the two new lithospheric plates undergo a growing ridge push force. This oceanization process occurs only when the supercontinent is bounded by two subduction zones. A passive margin on one edge of the continent would otherwise imply that the newly created ridge, with a very low ridge push force $RP$ (equation (5)) due to $\tau_s = 0$ would compete with a higher $RP$ force coming from the adjacent plate, yielding the instant reclosure of the continent.

[29] Our advection mechanism allows for warming durations before opening that are within an order of magnitude of accepted values for supercontinental breakup during the thermal history of the Earth [Li et al., 2008] for large continents (100–300 My), and no possible opening for narrow continents (less
than 6000 km wide). A specific study on the choice of $F_{\text{lim}}$ and $h$ is proposed in the auxiliary material.

3. Mimicking Earth’s Tectonics

[30] The MACMA model has been tested over three timescales. First, we benchmark the model by comparing instantaneous solutions to plate kinematics. Secondly, we investigate the impact of various viscosity profiles on plate tectonics and heat flux evolution over 300 million years. Finally, the role of two behavior laws on the thermal evolution of the Earth over 3 Gyr is explored: (i) subduction initiation process and (ii) continental dynamics related to mantle rheology.

3.1. Plate Kinematics

[31] Our goal is to simulate credible plate tectonics that accounts for a variety of phenomena observed on Earth, such as mobile plate boundaries, time-dependent plate and margin velocities, and the influence of subduction history on plate motions. Our predicted plate velocities for the four Earth-like plates displayed in Table 2 are in good agreement with terrestrial plate motions in the No-Net-Rotation (NNR) reference frame [DeMets et al., 1994], which best compares to our model setup. We observe that slab pull is a prominent control on plate velocities in the Pacific basin, and that mantle drag implies a lower velocity for the Pacific (4.3 cm/yr) than for the Nazca plate (7.0 cm/yr) because the former is wider, which renders the integrated resisting shear force higher. This force balance accounts for slab suction, that is responsible for the motion of South America (0.9 cm/yr) and Africa (1.5 cm/yr). It can also be noted that slab pull and slab suction are globally counterbalanced by mantle drag, as suggested by Carlson [1983]:

$$SP + SS + MD \approx 0$$

(19)

In our model, plate kinematics efficiently respond to structural changes (Figure 6): the motion of a plate that mimics the South American plate varies in a plausible fashion as plates are redefined at every structural change: the spontaneous subduction initiation at 31 Myr implies a velocity drop because slab suction vanishes (the plate is no longer pulled by the Nazca slab), but the development of a secondary slab pull after 31 Myr allows the plate velocity to increase until 45 Myr, when slab pull becomes steady. Plate velocity varies continuously when the slab enters the lower mantle at 45 Myr, because slab pull in the lower mantle is replaced by slab suction. This experiment demonstrates that our force balance allows for plate tectonic time-dependence that accounts for subduction history.

3.2. Interplay Between Tectonics and Heat

[32] The dynamic evolution of plate velocities on Earth implies significant fluctuations in the sea floor age distribution [Labrosse and Jaupart, 2007], a
process that is neglected in most models because they do not account for evolutive plate boundaries.

33 Figure 7 shows two sea floor age distributions obtained at 79 Myr and 287 Myr for an experiment starting with a thermal state, viscosity structure and continental distribution representing present day. The first distribution is almost triangular, meaning that subduction occurs at all ages with the same probability, as observed on present-day Earth [Parsons, 1982; Rowley, 2002]. Such a sea floor age distribution occurs when “several spreading systems become active at different times and compete for space” [Labrosse and Jaupart, 2007]. These authors show that a triangular distribution can be obtained if spreading zones are not parallel to subduction zones -a setting that we cannot treat in our 2D model- but they also emphasize the fact that triangular distributions may occur if several plate boundaries do not have the same dynamics, which is the case in two dimensions. Conversely, the rectangular distribution at 287 Myr means that subduction occurs preferentially at old ages (Figure 7b). Fluctuations in the sea floor age distribution emerge in our simulations because all plates dynamically compete for space, and the system consequently evolves between homogeneous and heterogeneous cell lengths and subduction ages. Such important fluctuations are illustrated on Earth by the time-dependent heat flux derived from tectonic reconstructions during the Cenozoic [Becker et al., 2009], which suggests that Earth’s current sea floor age distribution is a snapshot within a transient regime.

34 The heat flow evolves accordingly (Figure 8). Note that Earth’s total heat loss should also include 14 TW coming out of continents [Jaupart et al., 2007]. A triangular sea floor age distribution corresponds to a higher heat flow (42.0 TW) than a rectangular distribution (30.4 TW), reflecting the higher proportion of young sea floor when subduction occurs at all ages with the same probability. Labrosse and Jaupart [2007] propose a simple heat flux parameterization based on the sea floor age distribution:

\[ Q_{HF}(t) = \frac{\lambda(t)S_{0}k(T_{m}(t) - T_{0})}{\sqrt{\pi N R\tau_{max}(t)}} \]  

where \( \tau_{max} \) is the maximum sea floor age at a given time \( t \), and \( \lambda \) is an age distribution factor, equal to 8/3 for a triangular distribution and 2 for a rectangular distribution. This equation predicts oceanic heat flows of 45.4 TW and 34.0 TW, respectively, which are only 8% and 11% different from our model predictions, reflecting the approximation of perfectly triangular and rectangular distributions in the parameterized model. Our results confirm the relevance of the empirical parameterization (equation (20)) and thereby emphasize the importance of accounting for the changing sea floor age distribution when studying the thermal evolution of the mantle. This is particularly important when constraining thermal history using Earth’s present day heat loss, because even a small change in the sea floor age distribution may imply important consequences on the thermal state of the mantle in the past [Grigné et al., 2005; Labrosse and Jaupart, 2007].

35 The short-term evolution of oceanic heat flow emerges from the global subduction history, as well as the sea floor age distribution. Using our initial setting, which is a 2D representation of the present day plate configuration, we observe a current decrease in the global heat flow (Figure 8), as suggested by the sea floor age reconstructions of Loyd et al. [2007] and Becker et al. [2009]. Long-term studies by Grigné et al. [2005] and Labrosse and Jaupart [2007] incorporate such fluctuations in their model by assigning periodic variations in the convection wavelength and age distribution factor, respectively, which highlights the strong dependence of oceanic heat flux on short-term plate tectonics. In our model, such a dependence instead emerges from local tectonic processes within a global competition for space.
In a second experiment, we compare the previous results to those corresponding to lower imposed viscosities: $\eta_m = 10^{21}$ Pa.s in the lower mantle, and $\eta_u = 10^{20}$ Pa.s in the upper mantle. Lower viscosities cause heat flow and average velocity variations with shorter timescales and up to 100% larger amplitudes (Figure 9). These changes occur because the mantle viscosity affects the average strain rate: total momentum conservation keeps mantle drag equivalent to slab pull and slab suction (equation (19)) which do not depend on evolutive mantle viscosity, but only on its imposed present-day value (equations (7), (11), and (12)). Thus, the lower this viscosity, the higher the strain rate. Kinematics are thus significantly affected: in the low viscosity case, the average plate velocity is almost three times higher than for current mantle (Figure 9). The velocity variation timescale is also shorter for lower viscosities, illustrating greater convective vigor. This effect modifies plate kinematics and leads to a modified sea floor age distribution. As a consequence, with lower viscosities, heat flow would be increasing at present day (Figure 9, blue curve).

One important point is that the time-averaged values for plate velocity and surface heat flow over 300 My are not correlated: reducing the mantle viscosity by an order of magnitude causes a 3-fold increase in average plate velocity (2.7 to 9.2 cm/y), but almost no change in average heat flow (37.1 to 37.9 TW), suggesting that in our model, mantle viscosity does not exert a significant impact on long-term averaged heat flux. The evolution of average plate length displayed in Figure 9 shows that this effect comes from the difficulty for a low viscosity fluid to produce stresses sufficient to break the continental lithosphere. As continental rifting and oceanization are the main processes in our model to create ridges and narrow young plates, unbreakable continents imply statistically fewer plates, and thus a large mean plate length. With a low viscosity, plate tectonics is fast, but heat flow does not increase because rejuvenation is impeded by the low viscosity of the subcontinental mantle. Such a decorrelation between time-averaged plate velocity and surface heat flow may have a significant impact on long-term thermal evolution of the system, which will be studied hereafter.

3.3. Comparison to Numerical Models

As noted above, we observe an important effect of plate geometry on oceanic heat flux. This effect can be compared to what is obtained in convection simulations that incorporate evolutive plate boundaries [e.g., Gait and Lowman, 2007; Gait et al., 2008; Lowman et al., 2008; Stein and Lowman, 2010]. At first order, similar observations can be
made: for example, Stein and Lowman [2010] note that heat loss decreases as average plate length increases. We obtain a similar effect: rectangular sea floor age distributions are accompanied by reduced oceanic heat flux in our model. Indeed, the greater proportion of old sea floor in rectangular distributions corresponds to wider plates. This phenomenon is also described by the semi-empirical model proposed by Labrosse and Jaupart [2007]. In addition, we found that the more time-dependent the surface geometry, the shorter the timescale and the greater the amplitude variations in heat flow evolution. This phenomenon is consistent with the results obtained by Gait and Lowman [2007], which show that mobile plate boundaries imply enhanced heat flux time-dependence and amplitude variation, in comparison with fixed boundaries.

Nevertheless, the mechanisms responsible for heat flux fluctuations in our model are not exactly the same as in previous models. In the simulations proposed by Gait and Lowman [2007], plate thickness is uniform over a plate, and is the same for each plate. In this case, evolutive margins allow for an increase in the variability of the local thermal gradient, which leads to an increased heat flux variability. In our approach, heat loss is controlled by the competition for space and by the velocity contrasts between plates, leading to variable spreading rates and time-dependent young sea floor proportion. Here we consider a uniform temperature in

Figure 7. Sea floor age distributions at two different times. Initial state corresponds to present-day. $F_{\text{lim}} = 10^{13}$ N.m$^{-1}$ and $E = 200$ kJ.mol$^{-1}$. (a) Triangular and (b) rectangular age distributions.
a well-mixed mantle, so heat flow fluctuations arise from the variability in the sea floor age distribution, according to time-dependent plate boundary conditions. This difference explains why we obtain shorter heat flow timescales than models with constant plate thickness.

We can also note that the feedback between mantle temperature and viscosity, via heat loss mechanisms, should be very different in these two models. For uniform plate thickness without continents [Gait and Lowman, 2007], surface heat loss increases as increased mantle temperatures lead to faster plate motions. However, when the sea floor age distribution and continents are accounted for, heat flow becomes controlled by surface processes, whereas plate velocity remains controlled by mantle viscosity and subduction history. Figure 9 provides a clear example of such behavior: heat flow and average plate velocity exhibit identical timescales in our model, but peaks in the heat flow mostly correspond to low velocities (e.g., yellow and orange triangles in Figure 9). This is due to the fact that the sea floor age distribution is modified by structural changes and, in particular, by ridge creations. Young sea floor production enhances heat loss, but, because it results from continental breakup or back-arc basin formation processes that are not driven by slab pull, it is a slow process. Thus, a decrease in the mean velocity may be coeval with an increase in the global heat flow. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 9 (blue curve) by the impact of two back-arc basin formations at 63 and 252 Myr (yellow and orange triangles respectively).

4. Long-Term Thermal Evolution

Earth’s thermal evolution over several billion years is investigated with a specific focus on the role played by essential behavior laws, which control subduction initiation, mantle rheology, and continent dynamics.

4.1. Subduction Initiation Laws

We simulate Earth’s long-term thermal evolution for three different subduction initiation models: we compare the impact of our brittle criterion (section 2.3, equation (14)) with a convective criterion used by classic scaling laws [e.g.,...
Christensen, 1985; Turcotte and Schubert, 2002], and also test a constant subduction age $\tau_{\text{subd}} = \tau_{\text{subd}}^p$.

[44] The convective criterion states that the oceanic lithosphere remains stable at the surface of the mantle until it reaches a critical thickness, corresponding to a critical Rayleigh number for the thermal boundary layer. The age $\tau_{\text{subd}}$ of such a convective destabilization of the lithosphere at any time on Earth can be written as a function of the present-day one $\tau_{\text{subd}}^p$:

$$\tau_{\text{subd}}(t) = \tau_{\text{subd}}^p \frac{(\Delta T_p)}{(\Delta T)} \left( \frac{\eta(T_m)}{\eta(T_m)^{(t)}} \right)^{2/3},$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

where the subscript $p$ refers to present-day values, and $\eta(T_m)$ is the temperature-dependent viscosity of the sublithospheric mantle (see auxiliary material for details).

[45] For each case, here and in the next section, the model starts 3000 My ago, and is run forward in time to the present day. The initial temperature of the mantle $T_m(t = 0)$ is chosen by trial-and-error so that the present-day temperature is $T_m^p = 1600 \pm 10$ K (this is possible because the final temperature depends almost linearly on the initial one). The current temperature $T_m^p = 1600$ K is set as the reference state for a viscosity $\eta_m(T_m^p) = 3.10^{22}$ Pa.s, which implies that initial viscosities are determined by the activation energy value for each simulation according to equation (1). A maximum oceanic heat flux $q_{\text{max}} = 600$ mW.m$^{-2}$ is set to limit flux above axial zones at ridges, because the half-space cooling model predicts infinite heat flux at the ridge, which is not observed on Earth. Any value of $q_{\text{max}}$ between 400 and 1200 mW.m$^{-2}$ does not influence the results (see auxiliary material) and it is thus reasonable to use a constant $q_{\text{max}}$ over time. For the present set of experiments, we chose an activation energy $E = 300$ kJ.mol$^{-1}$ and a continental strength $F_{\text{lim}} = 9.10^{12}$ N.m$^{-1}$.

[46] Figure 10 presents thermal evolution solutions and the corresponding age $\tau_{\text{subd}}$ for the three subduction initiation criteria. While the brittle criterion gives a thermal evolution that is almost identical to the constant age case, the convective criterion requires a 40 K higher initial temperature. This is due to the fact that the convective criterion (equation (21)) yields a low critical age for subduction at high temperatures (25 My for $T_m = 1840$ K here), implying that old sea floor is easily subducted and tectonic rearrangements are frequent. On the other hand, the brittle criterion (equation (14)) gives a critical age $\tau_{\text{subd}}$ that remains fairly high ($>135$ My) throughout the last 3 Gy. Using either criterion or a constant critical age does not seem to influence greatly the global thermal evolution.

[47] Figure 11 shows the total heat flow and mean plate length as a function of time for the three criteria. For the three cases, peaks of heat flow always coincide with steps in the mean plate length evolution: tectonic rearrangements are coeval to young sea floor creation and induce high heat losses. On a timescale of a few hundred million years, an anti-correlation can also be noticed between the mean size of plate and the heat flow. While the constant and brittle criteria give similar results on the long-term, the convective criterion induces a high frequency of changes in the plate length especially over the first half of the experiment. This corresponds to a time-averaged high heat flow and to an efficient mantle cooling, which explains why a higher initial mantle temperature must be fixed.

[48] It is important to note here that the computed critical age $\tau_{\text{subd}}$ does not correspond to the actual maximum age of the lithosphere at any instant of time in our model: since subduction initiation occurs only along passive margins, sea floor older than $\tau_{\text{subd}}$ can be observed along active margins. Therefore, the total heat flow remains limited and we observed no dramatic effect of a low age $\tau_{\text{subd}}$ on the cooling rate.

[49] We also carried out tests for the brittle criterion by varying the present age $\tau_{\text{subd}}^p$ between 100 and 260 My. As expected, tectonic rearrangements are enhanced for a low value of $\tau_{\text{subd}}^p$. As a consequence, the cooling rate increases when $\tau_{\text{subd}}^p$ decreases, and in order to obtain a current temperature of 1600 K, an initial temperature $T_m(t = 0)$ of 1840 K, 1800 K and 1780 K must be chosen respectively for $\tau_{\text{subd}} = 100$, 180 and 260 My. These three settings correspond to an initial critical age $\tau_{\text{subd}}(t = 0) =$70, 135 and 200 My, respectively.

[50] We infer from this set of experiments that the choice of the analytical law that describes how $\tau_{\text{subd}}$ depends on $T_m$ may be important only if it implies that $\tau_{\text{subd}}$ varies by more than about 50 My around the present-day value. Even though we do not consider the law that we chose (equation (14)) as an actual description of the subduction initiation process, we are confident that our results would be similar with a more accurate law. In conclusion, as far as subduction zones are concerned, the two important laws that control tectonic rearrangements are the behavioral ones that require subduction initiation (1) to be asymmetric and (2) to occur
only along continental margins. The latter could be further investigated if an additional law for ocean-ocean subduction were implemented here. The first rule is an essential feature of our model: MACMA is set up for modeling terrestrial mantle convection, that is, coupled with plate tectonics and based on field observations. Otherwise, symmetric subduction zones would allow for dramatically decreased maximum sea floor age when using a convective destabilization criterion at high temperatures, since no plate section could be older than this critical subduction age. This would lead to a purely convective fluid behavior, as described by the well known scaling law (\( \text{Nu} \sim \text{Ra}^{1/3} \)), which corresponds to divergent mantle temperature backward in time [e.g., Davies, 1980; McKenzie and Richter, 1981; Christensen, 1985].

### 4.2. Mantle Versus Continental Dynamics

In our model, plate tectonics depends on both mantle rheology, via the force balance, and continental forcings such as trench migration and ocean opening. Because they may have a significant impact on the sea floor age distribution, and thus on Earth’s thermal evolution, the activation energy \( E \) and continental yield strength \( F_{\text{lim}} \) are therefore key parameters. The former can be viewed as the tuning parameter for mantle rheology, while \( F_{\text{lim}} \) characterizes continental dynamics. We herein examine their impact on the mantle thermal evolution with a set of 36 simulations.

Figure 12 shows the evolution of the mean continental width, heat flow and mantle temperature over 3000 My, for \( E = 200 \text{ kJ/mol} \) with \( F_{\text{lim}} \) ranging from \( 3.10^{12} \text{ N/m} \) to \( 9.10^{12} \text{ N/m} \). As for the preceding experiments, we seek the initial temperature that decreases to its present-day value of 1600 K. This experiment illustrates the mechanism that links \( F_{\text{lim}} \) to thermal history: decreasing \( F_{\text{lim}} \) makes continental rupture easier, which can be clearly seen in the evolution of the continental size in Figure 12. Indeed, the time-averaged mean size of the continents is respectively 3730, 6260 and 7980 km for \( F_{\text{lim}} = 3.10^{12}, 6.10^{12} \) and \( 9.10^{12} \text{ N/m} \). Subsequent rejuvenation of the sea floor increases the mean heat flow (middle panel in Figure 12) and makes...
cooling more efficient, which explains why a higher initial temperature has to be used for a lower \( F_{\text{lim}} \). A second glance reveals that the mean continental size decreases over time and fluctuates more often, particularly for the low \( F_{\text{lim}} \) case in Figure 12. This is induced by the decreasing temperature and thus increasing viscosity: shear forces in the sub-continental layer get higher and overcome the fixed strength \( F_{\text{lim}} \), producing smaller continents that break up more often. One example of this process is the threshold effect visible on the red curve of Figure 10: up to 1300 Myr, the slope (illustrating the mean heat flux) decreases because increasing mantle viscosity implies reduced spreading rates at ridges, without allowing shear forces to break the continental lithosphere. At 1300 Myr, a critical limit is crossed: the viscosity becomes large enough for mantle stresses to break continents into smaller pieces, creating young seafloor. At this point the mean heat flux increases instantaneously.

The combined effects of viscosity and yield stress on plate tectonics are shown in Figures 12 and 13. For \( F_{\text{lim}} = 6.10^{12} \text{ N/m} \) and a low viscosity at \( T_m \approx 1800 \text{ K} \) (star on the orange curve), continent size is much larger than for \( F_{\text{lim}} = 3.10^{12} \text{ N/m} \) and a high viscosity at \( T_m \approx 1620 \text{ K} \) (blue curve).

While the continental strength \( F_{\text{lim}} \) clearly affects the mantle cooling rate, the influence of the activation energy \( E \) is small. Figure 14 shows temperature over time for a fixed \( F_{\text{lim}} \) and \( E \) varying from 0 (constant viscosity case) to 300 kJ/mol. The larger the activation energy, the larger the viscosity variations. Because the reference at present day is always set to \( \eta_m(T_m^p) = 3.10^{22} \text{ Pa.s} \), high values of \( E \) correspond to low viscosities at the beginning of the simulation. In Figure 14, initial viscosities vary from \( 8.10^{20} \) to \( 3.10^{22} \text{ Pa.s} \). As expected, a low viscosity yields a high average plate velocity (red curve in Figure 15, compared to black curve), but it also hinders continental breakup and favors long plates. As a result, the seafloor age distribution and thus the overall cooling rate are only slightly affected by the viscosity of the mantle and the activation energy \( E \) does not control the thermal evolution of the Earth.
A synthesis of our parameter space exploration is presented in Figure 16, which shows the average cooling rate over the last 2.5 Gyr as a function of $E$ and $F_{\text{lim}}$. The latter has an evident impact on the mantle’s thermal evolution: higher yield strengths $F_{\text{lim}}$ induce lower cooling rates. However, no hierarchy can be noticed between the curves for different $E$, highlighting the weak influence of $E$ on global heat loss. For high values of $F_{\text{lim}}$, a plateau in the cooling rate is reached, corresponding to no continental breakup. In those cases, the magnitude of the cooling rate chiefly depends on the tectonic history of the system.

5. Conclusions

We present a new numerical tool for investigating the coupling between plate tectonics and mantle cooling mechanisms. This model is based on multiagent systems and therefore accounts for both analytical and empirical laws to simulate a variety of processes – even poorly understood ones – that can be introduced and studied independently in a virtual laboratory. The MACMA model computes plate velocities derived from a force balance that accounts for driving forces such as slab pull, ridge push, mantle drag, slab suction and slab bending in two dimensions. Semi-empirical laws are used to describe surface kinematics such as subduction initiation, trench migration or plate suturing. A simplified continental breakup process is also proposed in order to simulate a tectonic system with evaporative plate boundaries and a number of plates that is not fixed. Of course our model assumes a number of important simplifications in order to compute features of the Earth’s dynamics over several billion years in few minutes. Therefore, our model should not be viewed as a predicting tool, but as a virtual laboratory that is useful for testing, comparing and modifying physical hypotheses easily. For instance, we have incorporated simple laws for trench migration, subduction initiation and oceanization processes, without considering sophisticated rheologies at continental margins, or magmatic process during continental breakup. Similarly, the rheology of the mantle and continents is still debated, as well as the core cooling dynamics, hence it is useful to have a tool that can help us understand how the Earth works without knowing its precise internal behavior. When available, improved descriptions of these complex processes can be added to the model in the future.

Our dynamic and kinematic laws yield Earth-like plate dynamics, as evidenced by our predicted plate velocities that are in good agreement with observed plate motions. Our model also predicts a heat flow for the present day that is consistent with recent tectonic reconstructions [Loyd et al., 2007; Becker et al., 2009]. Our results highlight the importance of the evolving sea floor age distribution on Earth’s thermal history: we find that the competition for space controls the short-term heat flux evolution, confirming the results of the empirical thermal model proposed by Labrosse and Jaupart [2007]. Our study also gives insight into the coupling between time-dependent tectonics and secular cooling, by highlighting the difference between models that consider heat flow fluctuations originating from sea floor age variability, and models in which these fluctuations arise from the evolving mantle temperature distribution. In particular, our simulations suggest that viscosity variations modify plate tectonics and the short-term thermal regime,
but that the influence of viscosity on Earth’s long-term thermal evolution seems minor.

[58] We finally carried out a specific parameter exploration in order to assess the role of behavior laws for processes whose physics are not sufficiently known. In particular, we showed that subduction initiation may have a significant impact on Earth’s thermal behavior, and further investigation is needed to quantify the role of the localization of subduction initiation. Then, in order to explore
the respective roles of mantle and continental dynamics, we chose activation energy and continental strength as their two prominent controls. In conclusion, we found that for each individual plate, its velocity is mainly controlled by two forces: slab pull and mantle drag, that is to say it mainly depends on the plate length, on whether there is slab pull or not on this plate, and on mantle viscosity. On the long-term and a global scale, taking into account all the plates, Earth’s cooling rate depends on seafloor age distribution. The critical parameters controlling this distribution are related to subduction initiation and oceanization by continental breakup, and future studies should focus on these two processes. With our present choice of laws, which yields Earth-like plate velocities and rearrangements, the mantle cooling rate is more dependent on continent dynamics than on mantle rheology. Our model, considering a uniform cooling rate for the core and the mantle, suggests that Earth’s cooling mechanisms are controlled by the surface rather than by the mantle, over two different timescales. On the short term, heat flux fluctuations mainly depend on the competition for space among plates. On the long term, secular cooling primarily depends on the ability of the Earth to rejuvenate the oceanic lithosphere by creating new plates.
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